BRIGHT IDEAS FOR YOUR OFFICE
DIRECTOR

This is a sweeping workstation offering plenty of room to move. It has the size and stature to accommodate even the busiest professional. Shown with ergonomic padding, rolling file cabinet, built-in drawer, and adjustable "modesty" panels.

OVERHEAD STORAGE
Connects to existing tabletop wire access holes. No paneling attachments required. Ganging capability (back-to-back, or side-to-side). Cabinet under-lighting ready. Optional.
**RECEPTION**

Here's the perfect way to make a great first impression. This configuration is an attractive, functional workspace. Shown with adjustable "modesty" panels, rolling file cabinet, ergonomic padding, built-in drawer, desktop riser and swiveling paper organizer.

**PANELING**


---

**EXECUTIVE**

This is a big-time desk for people with a big job to do. And it comes with all the perks: Ample work space. A broad peninsula for meetings. Plenty of room for a large monitor. Shown with ergonomic padding, rolling file cabinet, built-in drawer, as well as overhead storage with optional task lighting.

**WIRING MANAGEMENT TRAY**

Designed specifically to get surge protectors off the floor. Stores cords and cables under the table in a central location that's easily accessed. Standard or five-wire insert channel available. Optional.
ISLAND
The solution for group productivity and comfort. This system offers complete flexibility, plus a sense of style. Shown with quadrant paneling, rolling file cabinet, ergonomic padding, and monitor platform. Lower panels can be removed for easy access to computers.

ERGONOMIC Padding
Smooth, extruded rubber padding eliminates corner contact. It's easy to clean and lends a finished look to your configuration. Optional.

ASSOCIATE
This unit is functional now, and the foundation of a larger workstation later. It's a practical, affordable investment in the future of your business. Shown with ergonomic padding and built-in drawer.

LEGS Powder-coated and scratch resistant. Wide 4” leveler creates stability, without digging into your carpet. Legs screw in and out for easy reconfiguration.
Brighteyes has developed a new vision in office furniture; designed and priced for growing companies dependent upon computers.

Similar to plug 'n' play, this is an innovative system that's easily modified and updated. Components like wire management, drawers, panels, pads, legs, shelves, and overhead storage can be integrated and interchanged with a simple, universal mechanism.

And like a computer, Brighteyes furniture is future-ready. Even the most inexpensive system works for you now, while growing along with your needs. As your computer system changes. As your company evolves.

Want more privacy? Choose from a variety of paneling dividers. Desire more creature comforts? Add ergonomic padding, or integrate a convenient keyboard drawer. Adding personnel? Build more work space right off your existing configuration.

Best of all, Brighteyes furniture is cool. The design is truly original. And components can be mixed and matched to create very distinctive workstations.
